Abstract-IP spoofing exacerbates many security threats, and reducing it would greatly enhance Internet security. Seven defenses that filter spoofed traffic have been proposed to date; three are designed for end-network deployment, while four assume some collaboration with core routers for packet marking or filtering. Because each defense has been evaluated in a unique setting, the following important questions remain unanswered: 1) Can end networks effectively protect themselves or is core support necessary? 2) Which defense performs best assuming sparse deployment? 3) How to select core participants to achieve best protection with fewest deployment points? This paper answers the above questions by: 1) formalizing the problem of spoofed traffic filtering and defining novel effectiveness measures, 2) observing each defense as selfish (it helps its participants) or altruistic (it helps everyone) and differentiating their performance goals, 3) defining optimal core deployment points for defenses that need core support, and 4) evaluating all defenses in a common and realistic setting. Our results offer a valuable insight into advantages and limitations of the proposed defenses, and uncover the relationship between any spoofing defense's performance and the Internet's topology.
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INTRODUCTION
I P spoofing has been used in distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks and intrusions. It is also necessary for reflector DDoS attacks, where servers reply to spoofed requests and these replies overwhelm the victim whose address was misused.
Spoofing Is an Open Problem
Some researchers believe that spoofing is not an open problem based on: 1) the Spoofer project's study [1] that estimates that 80 percent of networks deploy ingress filtering (ING) and 2) prevalence of nonspoofed DDoS attacks. We now argue to the contrary.
In the Spoofer project [1] distributed volunteers download software that spoofs packets to a monitoring machine. From packet losses, the authors infer the existence of ingress filtering [2] in the volunteer's networks, which drops outgoing traffic carrying addresses not assigned to the deploying network. Spoofer measurements show that around 80 percent of networks participating in the project deploy ingress filtering. Because the total number of participating hosts is in the low thousands, these results cannot be readily extrapolated to the entire Internet. Further, even if only 20 percent of all networks allowed spoofing, they could still generate unlimited spoofed and reflected traffic toward any target.
Many contemporary DDoS attacks send valid application requests, and do not use spoofing, but a large number still do. The analysis of backscatter traffic [3] inferred that there were several hundred DDoS attacks with spoofing per day.
Another popular trend today is the use of reflectors for recursive DNS attacks [4] , which mandates spoofing.
Our Focus
Many approaches have been proposed to handle spoofing during specific attacks, or to trace back sources of spoofed traffic. In this study, we focus only on approaches that work in a generic, single-step, packet-filter manner, as we explain next. These approaches associate each IP address with some parameter (e.g., a route to the filter, a secret mark, etc.) via a parameter table. When a packet arrives, the chosen parameter's value is inferred from it, and compared to the value in the parameter table. Mismatching packets are considered spoofed.
These approaches are generic because their only goal is to filter spoofed packets, regardless of the security threat that generated them. They are single-step because there is no interactive communication with an alleged packet source when a suspicious packet is received. Finally, these approaches work in a packet-filter manner-the parameter table can be visualized as a set of firewall rules that specify allowed traffic, and the default deny rule.
To date, seven approaches have been proposed that fit our scope. ING [2] associates all addresses in the deploying network with the outgoing direction of packets, and the rest of the addresses with the incoming direction. A hop-count filter (HCF) [5] associates a source with a router hop count between it and the filter. A route-based filter (RBF) [6] associates a source with the previous hop traversed by this source's packets. An interdomain packet filter (IDPF) [7] associates a source with the set of feasible previous hops that could carry its traffic. SPM defense [8] at the traffic's destination associates a source autonomous system (AS) with a secret it exchanged with the defense. The source marks packets with this secret. Packet passports (PASS) [9] are attached by participating senders to their packets, and contain a sequence of marks, each derived from a secret shared between the source and one AS on the path to the destination. These marks are associated with the source. PiIP [10] deploys distributed markers-routers that mark forwarded packets by shifting their IP identification field and appending a short label derived from the previous hop's and this router's IPs. Destinations extract the mark sequence and associate it with the packet's source.
These defenses were evaluated by their authors using custom performance measures and in a customized setting, which hinders comparison. The following questions remain:
1. Which defenses perform well in isolated, single-filter deployment, realistic for early adopters? 2. Which defenses perform well in sparse, random deployment, realistic for spontaneous adoption? 3. If we could choose a small number of best deployment points for each defense, what would the resulting performance be? 4. What is the optimal deployment strategy that yields best protection with fewest deployment points? Questions 1 and 2 are important because isolated deployment and random, sparse deployment are common in the Internet-each network is driven by its own economic interests to deploy some security measure. If a defense does not offer good protection under these assumptions it is unrealistic and should not be pursued. If no defense offers good protection in spontaneous (isolated or random, sparse) deployment, the next possible strategy is to investigate an Internet-wide deployment that should help everyone, and this is the focus of questions 3 and 4. If a defense performs poorly in an optimal deployment on a small number of wellchosen networks, it is useless and should not be pursued.
Contributions and Overview
This paper aims to answer the questions posed above. The value of our work lies in identifying factors that influence a spoofing defense's effectiveness and specifying how to control these factors to obtain the best protection. While we do not propose any novel defense, our results should advance spoofing research by: 1) Highlighting the fact that a defense's deployment strategy has a paramount impact on its effectiveness. 2) Evaluating existing defenses in a common setting, which clearly shows which approaches hold promise for practical deployment, and which are inferior. The detailed contributions of this paper are:
1. We define a theoretical framework for performance analysis of spoofing defenses (Section 2). We show that any defense's success depends on two key factors: the placement of packet filters on welltraversed routes, so they can intercept spoofed traffic (filter popularity), and the ability of filters to restrict spoofing in intercepted packets (filter strength). Filter popularity depends on the Internet topology and routing. Filter strength depends on the Internet topology for RBF, IDPF, and PiIP-better connected filters have a higher impact. For ING, SPM and PASS filter strength depends on the size of the deploying networks' address spaces, while the strength of HCF filters is always high regardless of their deployment. These observations guide our strategy for selection of optimal deployment points. 2. We define three intuitive defense performance measures (Section 3) that express the reduction of: a) spoofed traffic reaching its destination, b) addresses that can be used in reflector attacks, c) number of attack locations that can spoof at will. 3. We evaluate the effectiveness of all filtering defenses proposed to date in a common setting (Sections 4 and 5), replicating Internet topology and routing at the autonomous system level. Our results indicate that three defenses (HCF, RBF, and PiIP) would bring significant spoofing reduction to all Internet users, and across all dimensions, if deployed at 50 selected autonomous systems owned by 18 tier-1 ISPs. Isolated and sparse, random deployment can only protect deploying networks against spoofed traffic, but not against reflector attacks. This protection is moderate to poor for all defenses but HCF. We also briefly discuss other relevant defense features, such as cost, security, and likelihood of decision errors. Since filter popularity and some filter strengths depend on the Internet topology and routing, it appears at first blush that the accuracy of their models will critically influence evaluation outcomes. We discuss several sources of this data in Section 4.1 and argue for the approach we adopted. In Section 5, we show that the defenses' effectiveness depends mostly on the existence of highly popular and large Tier-1 nodes, which are present in topologies inferred from different sources. In Section 6, we discuss and evaluate the impact that alternative topologies and routing approaches would have on our results. We conclude in Section 7.
ANALYSIS OF DEFENSE EFFECTIVENESS
Let IP rout and IP v4 be the set of globally routable and all IP addresses, respectively. During the analysis, we observe the Internet as a directed, connected graph whose nodes are routers or autonomous systems, and whose links are determined by routing protocols. We consider packets sent from source address s 2 IP rout to destination address d 2 IP rout ; d 6 ¼ s, spoofing the address p 2 IP v4, p 6 ¼ s. In the analysis, we investigate factors that determine the portion of possible {s; d; p} combinations filtered by some defense.
Single Filter
Assume that some spoofing defense is deployed only at a node F. For each source/destination pair {s; d} we define the mapping hit F ðs; dÞ, to be 1 if the path from s to d contains F, and 0 otherwise. All approaches of interest detect spoofed packets by building a table that associates source addresses (aggregated at some granularity) with some parameter as summarized in Table 1 . Mapping of sources to parameters is frequently many-to-one, due to aggregation of source addresses in the table or due to sharing of paths between sources that results in sharing of parameter values. Thus, F will be able to detect spoofed packets only for some s and p combinations, when the parameter values associated with these addresses are different. We express this through the mapping diff F ðs; pÞ, which is 1 if F can detect s spoofing p, and 0 otherwise. 
Thus, both popularity and strength play an important role in defining a filter's impact, and interact at the single source granularity. To have a high impact, a filter need not only be popular and strong, but must be popular and strong for the same sources.
Multiple Filters
We now assume that a set of N filters F S ¼ F 
where W denotes a logical or operation and the mapping F ILðs; dÞ returns the set of filters traversed by traffic from s to d. Equation (3) says that a packet from s to d, spoofing p, will be filtered if it hits at least one filter that can distinguish between s and p. The joint filter impact of F S is: 
For some filter set X, we define the joint filter strength per source s as:
The impact can then be expressed as the filter strength of set F ILðs; dÞ per source, aggregated across all sources s and destinations d:
strength F ILðs;dÞ ðsÞ: ð8Þ
The joint filter impact again depends on the joint filter popularity hidden in F ILðs; dÞ, which we call path coverage, and on the joint strength of filters on diverse paths. To maximize the impact of N filters we need to select deployment points that lie on many paths, have the ability to detect and discard many {s; p} combinations, and the combinations on each path overlap minimally (to maximize the union in (7)).
DEFENSE PERFORMANCE MEASURES
There are three dimensions of spoofing: spoofed addresses (p), sources of spoofed traffic (s), and its targets (d). The main goal of a spoofing defense is to provide protection to targets against spoofed and reflected traffic. We express this through the target protection (TP) and reflector attack protection (RAP) measures, respectively. When we evaluate these measures, we will assume that the remaining two dimensions-{s; p} in case of target protection and {s; d} in case of reflector attack protectionare distributed uniformly at random in the IPv4 space. We do this because we cannot predict which addresses may be spoofed and toward which targets. The observed distribution of Internet attackers is not uniform, with attackers showing strong preference toward a few networks that are poorly secured [11] , [12] . We cannot assume such distribution in our evaluation because: 1) There is no public information about exact locations that attackers prefer, so at best we could make a random guess. Since defense's performance depends not only on attacker distribution but also on their exact locations, this would lead to wrong results. 2) It is known that popular attacker locations change over time [11] , [12] and in an unpredictable manner, so our results would quickly become outdated. Since no one can exactly predict likely placement for future attackers, it is fair to assume, as we do, that any network is equally likely to host them. Our measures express protection offered to any victim in this scenario. Further, we evaluate how lucrative attack locations are after a defense is deployed via the attacker impairment (AI) measure. 
Target Protection Measure
T P measure for node x defines the number of {s; p} combinations that will be filtered en route to destination x. It expresses protection of node x from spoofed traffic, assuming random deployment of attacking machines and random spoofing. T P ðxÞ depends on the number of filters hit by traffic from various sources to x, and the filter strengths. For many defenses, T P measure for filter-deploying networks will be higher than for legacy networks because all spoofed traffic sent to a filter-deploying network hits at least one filter.
Reflector Attack Protection Measure
RAP measure for node x defines the number of {s; d} paths on which packets spoofing x will be filtered out. RAP measure expresses protection of node x from reflected traffic assuming random selection of attack sources and destinations. This protection is not achieved directly by filtering reflected traffic, but indirectly by filtering spoofed service requests and thus preventing reflected traffic. RAP ðxÞ depends on the path coverage (F ILðs; dÞ) and the filters' ability to detect spoofing of the address x. We will show that isolated defenses and collaborative defenses that are deployed randomly and sparsely cannot provide good protection against reflector attacks, because they do not have sufficient path coverage.
Attacker Impairment Measure
AI measure for node x defines the number of {d; p} combinations in spoofed traffic generated by x that will be filtered. It expresses the impairment of node x's spoofing ability, if it were recruited as a bot.
AIðxÞ will be high if x's traffic crosses a large number of filters that can distinguish x from many addresses. Nodes that reside in vicinity of filters should be less lucrative for attackers since there is a good chance that many of their routes cross a filter. We will call a node very impaired if AI >¼ 0:95 and moderately impaired if 0:95 > AIðxÞ >¼ 0:9.
Cost and Security
In addition to a defense's effectiveness, factors that influence its suitability for real-world deployment are cost and potential security vulnerabilities.
Since the implementation of many spoofing defenses is not open-source, we could not measure their cost directly. Instead, we infer a defense's cost from its design, and focus only on per-packet processing and storage costs. Because the parameter table update is still an open problem for some defenses (e.g., RBF and IDPF), we cannot include parameter table setup and update costs in our calculation.
For each cost category, we define the elementary cost components (Table 2 ) and express the category's cost as their combination. Table lookup and placing a deterministic mark in the packet can usually be done at forwarding speed. We estimate the maximum cost of these operations (separately and together) conservatively, by dividing the highest router speed today-40 Gbit/s-by the smallest packet size of 40 B for IP and transport headers. The costs of cryptographic marking and verification are taken from [9] . We calculate the number of ASes from our topology inferred as in [13] , we take the average value from the same topology for the number of prefixes per AS and number of AS hops between a source and a destination, and we take the average value for well-connected ASes (>100 neighbors) for the number of links per AS. Those well-connected ASes are the best candidates for filter placement as we will show in the evaluation. Finally, we estimate the number of entries in the parameter table from the number of routing entries in BGP tables in today's core routers, as given in [14] .
Similarly to defense cost, we could not assess security vulnerabilities of proposed defenses through experimentation but through their design. We focus on attacks that create spoofed packets that bypass a given defense and differentiate between several such approaches that are shown in Table 3 . We assume that all such attacks are created by end hosts while routers deploying defenses are trustworthy.
The first column in Table 3 shows the attack power. This is simply a rank that denotes how desirable and difficult this attack is from an attacker's perspective, when compared to other attacks. Note that some defense's vulnerability to a specific attack is a feature of the current defense design-it is not necessarily inherent and sometimes can be countered by additional mechanisms.
False Positives and False Negatives
Another important measure of a defense's effectiveness are frequencies of false decisions: failures to detect spoofed packets (false negatives) and false detections of legitimate if a spoofed packet bypasses all filters that could detect it. A successful match can happen because: 1) an attacker's machine shares the same parameter value with the spoofed address, 2) an attacker made a lucky guess, or 3) an attacker learned proper parameter values via probing or sniffing. False negatives due to parameter value sharing or filter bypass can be calculated as 100% À maxðRAP ; T P Þ for a given number of filters. We discuss the possibility of cases 2 and 3 in Section 5.
DEFENSE EVALUATION METHOD
We evaluate effectiveness of the proposed defenses by first reproducing the Internet's AS map using the connectivity and AS relationship information inferred for May 2005 via the approach described in [13] . We then use No-ValleyCustomer-Prefer approach [15] to infer routing behavior from AS relationships. During evaluation, we calculate parameter tables for each defense, generate packets that traverse fs; d; pg parameter space, and calculate performance measures defined in Section 3. We now first discuss different inference approaches for the AS connectivity, relationship, and routing, and we provide arguments for the approach adopted in this paper. We then explain how the evaluation is performed and how we specify performance goals for each defense.
AS Topology and Routing Inference
Ideally, all our evaluations should be done on the routerlevel topology of the entire Internet. Since such a topology is not available, we resort to evaluation on the AS-level topology. The following properties of the Internet topology must be faithfully reproduced to guarantee the correctness of our evaluation: 1) Inter-AS routing and 2) AS address space size. The AS address space size can be easily inferred from the RouteViews data [16] by assigning the size of each unique prefix to the AS, which is the last hop on the route to this prefix. On the other hand, inference of inter-AS routing is difficult due to a lack of necessary information, such as a global database of the routing tables.
One commonly used approach is to infer AS connectivity, and then apply shortest path routing on this graph [6] , [17] , but this is unrealistic because Internet routing is not the shortest path. Another approach, which we chose, is to infer AS relationships in addition to connectivity and use this information to set up routing by applying No-ValleyCustomer-Prefer principle [15] In reality, this principle is used in conjunction with private BGP policies to make routing decisions, so inferred routes may still differ from real ones, but they will be more accurate than if we used the shortest path approach. Finally, in [18] , Muhlbauer et al. use iterative learning and multiple quasi routers per AS to learn routing policies from a large set of private and public routing data, and use them to infer realistic routes. Because their data are not public, we could not use them in our study. But we obtained from Muhlbauer et al. [18] routing tables for a 1,000-node subset of the AS topology. This results in a % 10;000 node topology (inferred from routes), which we call the "MP topology," with complete routing information for 1,000 ASes. We use this small topology in Section 6 to evaluate the impact of multipath forwarding on our results.
Several Internet measurement projects have produced information that can be used to infer AS-level topology, AS-relationships, or both. To date, there is no agreement among researchers which source is the most complete. We investigated RouteViews [16] , WHOIS [19] , Skitter [20] , NetDimes [21] , IRL UCLA [22] , and UCR [13] . Among these sources, only RouteViews [16] and UCR [13] contain data needed to infer AS relationships in addition to connectivity. Since we need the AS relationship data to infer routing and also to populate IDPF's parameter tables, we are limited to these sources. We decided to use the UCR source since it provides more detailed and accurate AS connectivity and relationship information. The UCR data are extracted by a large-scale comprehensive synthesis of publicly available information sources such as BGP routing tables, Internet Routing Registries, traceroute data, and Internet Exchange Points (IXPs). Data extracted from IRR are filtered by the Nemecis tool [23] , to remove inconsistent, incorrect, or obsolete routes. Data are extracted from IXPs using state-of-the-art mechanisms to identify potential edges. Ultimately, every edge in the graph is confirmed either by a BGP table or a traceroute. We call this inferred topology the "UCR topology."
While the UCR topology is the most complete to date, it may still be far from the ground truth. He et al. [13] admit that their method of link inference may miss between half and 80 percent of peer-to-peer (P2P) links. Independently, Oliveira et al. [24] find that public link sources miss almost no provider-customer links and Tier-1 links, but may miss between 80 and 95 percent P2P links, mostly between lower end ISPs, content providers, and stub nets. We examine the effect of missing links in Section 6 and show that the addition of more P2P links has a minor impact on our evaluation results and conclusions.
Evaluation Methodology
We deploy filters (and populate parameter tables) on the AS map at the AS level, following some chosen deployment strategy. We then generate all {s; d; p} combinations, i.e., we let all sources send traffic to all destinations, with each source spoofing all other sources. We aggregate this traffic generation at the AS level in each dimension (s, d, and p) to reduce computational load. A packet traverses the path from s to d using routing information, and may be filtered by filters on the route. We collect packet drop statistics and convert them into effectiveness measures. AS-level filter deployment allows for intra-AS spoofing, when s and d belong to the same AS, because such packets are not seen by filters. It also allows for own-AS spoofing, when s and p belong to the same AS, because parameter tables are at the AS granularity. Intra-AS and own-AS spoofing is not part of our effectiveness calculation.
We make the following assumptions during evaluation: 1) Each AS is approximated by a single router, so all its sources follow a single route to a given destination. In reality, 75 percent of ASes have multiple routes per prefix as shown in [18] . But since we lack information to infer correct multipath routes and correct forwarding policies for each AS, we resort to single-router-per-AS assumption for our UCR topology. In Section 6, we show the effect that the multipath forwarding has on our results, by using the MP topology. 2) Any node, filter or not, can detect and filter traffic from addresses that are not globally routable. This filtering is not part of the effectiveness calculation because the nonroutable space is large-it would introduce bias by decreasing differences between performance measures. We limit spoofable addresses to fp j p 2 IP rout g. 3) Nodes that deploy any spoofing defense except ingress filtering, also deploy the modified ingress filtering as described in Section 5.1. Such filtering is cheap compared to other defenses' cost, and it improves the overall protection.
Related Work
For space reasons, we only survey work related to evaluation of spoofing defense effectiveness. There are several papers that address the issue of building parameter tables, or propose a defense very similar to our surveyed defenses in concept but different in table setup or update. These approaches are out of scope for our paper.
Ours is the first work that evaluates several spoofing defenses in a common setting. Our evaluation approach is similar to those used in [6] to evaluate the RBF defense and in [7] to evaluate the IDPF defense. They also build the ASlevel topology from the public routing data (Routeviews [16] , so their topology is less complete than ours), deploy filters at the AS level and use the number of possible {s; d; p} combinations to generate effectiveness measures. Significant differences between our approach and [6] , [7] are: 1) We observe s, d, and p dimensions at the IP-level, unlike [6] , [7] that observe them at the AS-level. Because the IP size distribution across ASes is far from uniform, AS-level analysis leads to false, much lower effectiveness results. 2) We define an optimal filter selection strategy for each defense, and evaluate defenses in multiple sparse, realistic deployment scenarios (1-50 filters), while [6] , [7] focus on a single, unrealistic deployment scenario-the vertex cover (VC) of the AS graph-which requires several thousand deployment points. Our results show that sparse, strategic deployment is frequently as good and sometimes even better than vertex cover deployment. 3) We use continuous effectiveness measures (e.g., y percent of hosts cannot receive more than x percent of {s; p} combinations), that better express filtering benefit than binary measures used in [6] , [7] (e.g., y percent of ASes cannot receive any spoofed traffic).
In [8] , Bremler-Barr and Levy evaluate the SPM defense on an artificially generated and simplified Internet topology at the ISP level, assuming 10,000 nodes. In [5] , Jin et al. evaluate the HCF defense in an isolated deployment, so only a single filter's protection from spoofed traffic was evaluated, while we evaluate protection of filters and all Internet participants in multiple scenarios. In [10] , Perrig et al. evaluate PiIP using the Skitter topology [20] , and assuming random, wide deployment, while we evaluate with a more realistic topology and in more realistic deployment scenarios.
Selfish versus Altruistic Defenses
We differentiate between: selfish defenses that are deployed by networks for their own protection, and altruistic defenses that are deployed to reduce spoofing for everyone. HCF, SPM, and PiIP are selfish defenses. With slight modifications that we propose in the following sections they can become altruistic defenses. Ingress filtering, RBF, PASS, and IDPF are altruistic defenses.
When we evaluate a selfish defense, we will focus on the protection enjoyed by each participant in isolated, singlefilter deployment, which is a realistic deployment pattern as discussed in Section 1. If isolated deployment is impossible, e.g., because a defense is collaborative and needs at least two participants, we will assume sparse deployment at random 10, 100, and 1,000 filters.
For altruistic defenses, we will seek to define an optimal deployment strategy. Such defenses include core nodes, and optimal deployment is realistic since adding new services to core routers is likely to be a community effort, and the deployment should be strategic to minimize cost. We will measure protection enjoyed by participating networks, and by all Internet hosts. Participants' measures, if high, provide the deployment incentive while measures for all hosts are the real performance target for altruistic defenses. We will also measure attacker impairment.
Because vertex cover deployment was proposed for several altruistic defenses [6] , [7] we will also evaluate them in this setting for comparison purposes. The vertex cover size is 3,394 nodes in the UCR topology.
Optimal Deployment Strategies
Given a fixed cost of N deployment points, an optimal deployment strategy maximizes the number of {s; d; p} combinations that will be filtered, i.e., it maximizes the joint filter effectiveness. This is an instance of the maximum coverage problem, which itself is a variant of the set cover problem, and finding the optimal solution is NP-hard [25] . Instead, we use a simple greedy heuristic which starts with an empty set of deployment points-D and an empty set of filtered {s; d; p} combinations-C. At each step, an AS that can filter the greatest number of combinations not already present in the set C is added to D and the set C is updated.
An additional challenge we faced was the exact implementation of the greedy heuristic. Since the number of {s; d; p} combinations for the Internet, with all possible aggregations, is around 12Ã10 12 , we could not fit required data into memory even if we used a distributed implementation. Instead, our algorithm for optimal filter-deployment strategy selects a set of k samples along each of s, d, and p dimensions, with the probability of selecting an AS or an address prefix as a sample being proportional to its address size. Our algorithm then finds the N best deployment points that cover combinations of selected samples, applying the greedy heuristic. We repeat this process 10 times, then we rank filters by their selection frequency and choose the most frequent N filters as the optimal deployment points. We found that when N < 10, the same filters get chosen in repeated runs, although their order may differ. When N > 10, the best 10 filters appear high in selections made in each run, while the remaining filters may appear in some runs but not in others. Choosing the remaining filters from this set based on their frequency, some other criteria or even at random made minor differences in our results.
EVALUATION RESULTS
We first present results for each defense separately, and then aggregate them into a single table at the end of this section.
Ingress Filtering
We consider modified ING that removes packets with internal addresses from both incoming and transit traffic, and packets with external addresses from outgoing traffic. The addition of transit traffic processing increases the benefits of ingress filtering.
Normalized strength of an ING filter with jIP ing j addresses is:
Strong filters are those ASes that own a large address space. Because the AS size follows the power-law distribution, there will be a few strong ING filters. Fig. 1a shows T P and RAP measures for an isolated filter deployment on the y axis, on a log scale. The x axis shows the filter rank. As expected, both T P and RAP are extremely small for majority of filters. The best RAP value is 22 percent because this AS lies on 22 percent of sourcedestination paths and thus cannot be spoofed on these paths. The best T P value is six percent. These results confirm that the deploying network does not benefit much from ING.
Figs. 1b and 1c show T P and RAP measures for the optimal and VC altruistic filter deployment for filters and for all Internet hosts, with x-axis showing the number of ASes that are filters on a log scale and y-axis showing the protection measure, also on a log scale. Measures for the VC deployment are shown as an X mark at the rightmost (and usually top) part of the graph; their x coordinate is not to scale to preserve the graph's visibility. Optimal deployment of filters on 2,000 chosen ASes (10 percent of all ASes) offers 75 percent protection from spoofed traffic and 77 percent protection from reflected traffic. This result refutes common belief that ingress filtering has a minor effect unless universally deployed, and comes from the fact that selected filters cover around 80 percent of the IP address space and jointly have >99 percent popularity. T P measures of filters and all nodes are the same because an ingress filter removes the same amount of spoofed traffic from all routes that hit that filter. RAP measures are slightly better for filters than for all nodes when deployment is sparse (<200 nodes) since the joint size of filter address space is smaller than the size of the external address space, but a filter's address cannot be spoofed by external traffic that hits this filter. VC deployment offers a lower protection than 50 optimal filters, because VC misses some large filters. Observing attacker impairment, nine percent of IPs are very impaired and 20 percent are moderately impaired.
The cost of ingress filtering consists of a per-packet lookup (<8 ns) and a 25 B storage cost to record internal prefixes, assuming 4 B to record the network prefix and 1 B to record the mask. An attacker located in a network performing ingress filtering can perform subnet spoofing, thus ING is vulnerable to subnet-all, path-all, possible-path-all, replayall, and replay-fix attacks. An outside attacker is only slightly limited, thus ING is vulnerable to spoof-all attack.
ING's parameter table values change very rarely and are updated manually. Thus, the false positive probability is zero. An attacker cannot influence the direction of spoofed packets with regard to filter; thus, false negatives due to guessing are also zero. Column 1 in Table 4 summarizes measures for ING. 
Hop-Count Filtering
HCF associates each source with the router hop count between it and the filter. Hop counts are inferred from the TTLs in packets belonging to established TCP connections. Since we reproduce Internet topology at the AS-level, we mimic router-level hop counts by associating a random hop count chosen from [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] inclusively, with each AS-AS link. A packet's hop count at a filter is the sum of the hop counts of traversed AS links. This strategy produces Gaussian hop-count distribution, observed in the real Internet [5] , and end-to-end hop counts lie within observed limits.
Normalized strength of a hop-count filter is: strength F ¼ P p2IP rout HopðpÞ=jIP rout j 2 , where HopðpÞ is the number of all sources whose hop count differs from p's hop count. Because the node distances on Internet-like graphs, that exhibit power-law distribution of node degrees, follow the Gaussian distribution [26] , the strength of HCF filters should be fairly constant and high.
HCF was proposed as a selfish defense. Fig. 2a shows the T P and RAP measures in isolated deployment. The T P measure is consistently high, because of high filter strength, making HCF an ideal selfish defense. The RAP measure, on the other hand, is low since a single filter does not achieve sufficient path coverage to lower its danger from reflector attacks. HCF can be transformed into an altruistic defense by applying the same filtering approach to the transit traffic. T P and RAP measures for altruistic deployment are shown in Figs. 2b and 2c, respectively. T P and RAP measures are very high for optimal deployment and the top 50 HCF filters offer 95 percent protection to everyone. Filters' T P measure is high in sparse deployment offering good deployment incentive, but their RAP measure remains low until a sufficient path coverage is achieved. The vertex cover deployment for HCF offers a slightly higher protection (one-three percent) than the optimal deployment, but with many more deployment points. Around four percent of IPs are very impaired with regard to hosting attackers, and 71 percent are moderately impaired. Thus, HCF makes around 3/4 of IP addresses unattractive for hosting attackers.
The cost of hop-count filtering consists of per-packet lookup (<8 ns) and 1.2 MB of storage to record hop count for all source prefixes, assuming that we need 5 B to record the prefix and 1 B for hop-count value. A probing attacker can learn the correct TTL value for a given source address, and a given destination [5] . Thus, HCF is vulnerable to the probe-fix attack. An attacker located on the path of the traffic can replay all packets to their original destinationreplaying them to another destination may result in a [5] . Thus, HCF's false negatives from guessing at multiple filters should be lower than 100% À maxðRAP ; T P Þ for a given number of filters, i.e., < 6 percent. Column 2 in Table 4 summarizes measures for HCF.
Route-Based Filtering
RBF associates each source with the previous hop its traffic crosses to reach the filter. It was proposed as an altruistic defense and its authors recommended a vertex cover deployment [6] . Normalized strength of an RBF filter is: strength F ¼ P p2IP rout P HðpÞ=jIP rout j 2 , where P HðpÞ is the number of sources whose previous hop at F differs from p's previous hop. ASes with more neighbors should have a higher filtering strength because they have a higher diversity of potential previous hop values.
We show the RBF performance in selfish deployment in Fig. 3a . Unlike HCF, only a small number of filters have a high T P measure in isolated deployment. This is because the AS connectivity follows a power-law distribution so a few ASes are well connected and make strong RBF filters. As expected, RAP measure in isolated deployment is low because of low path coverage.
T P and RAP measures for altruistic deployment are shown in Figs. 3b and 3c , respectively. Protection of all nodes is similar to that of HCF, and 50 optimal filters result in 93 percent T P and RAP measure. Again, the VC deployment offers a slightly higher protection (2-5 percent) but requires around 60 times more deployment points. Filters' T P measure is lower than the same measure for the HCF defense, but it is still higher than an average node's protection in isolated deployment, creating good deployment incentive. The RAP measure is the same for filters and for all nodes. Around 22 percent of IPs are very impaired with regard to attacker placement, and 52 percent are moderately impaired. RBF has the highest impact on limiting possible attacker locations out of the defenses we evaluated.
RBF has the same per-packet cost and a slightly larger storage cost, when compared to HCF. The storage cost is larger because an AS may have up to several thousand links; so, two bytes are needed instead of one to store the parameter value. An attacker that shares the path between the source and the filter can spoof this source's traffic to all destinations the source reaches via this path. He can also replay the traffic he captures to the same destinations but this attack is unlikely since spoofing is easier for attackers than replay. RBF is thus vulnerable to the path-all, replayall, and replay-fix attacks. RBF's parameter table values change when a change in end-to-end routing leads to a previous hop change for some sources. Thus, frequency of false positives at an RBF filter is at most as high as for HCF filters, but likely smaller since many end-to-end routing changes may not result in peering change at large ASes that act as RBF filters. An attacker cannot influence the previous hop of spoofed packets with regard to filter thus false negatives due to guessing are zero. Column 3 in Table 4 summarizes measures for RBF.
Interdomain Packet Filtering
IDPF associates each source with a set of feasible neighbors (previous hops). A neighbor N is feasible for source x if N advertises a route to x to this filter. In [7] , Duan et al. assume that route advertising rules are based on relationships between ASes [15] . IDPF was proposed as an altruistic defense with a recommended vertex cover deployment [7] .
Normalized strength of the IDPF filter is: strength F ¼ P p2IP rout NF ðpÞ=jIP rout j 2 , where NF ðpÞ is the number of source IPs whose previous hop does not exist in the feasible neighbor set of p. Well-connected nodes are good candidates for strong filters because of the diversity of their neighbors and the prevalence of peer relationships that limit the size of the feasible neighbor set. Like in the case of RBF, because AS degrees follow the power-law distribution we expect the number of strong IDPF filters to be low. This is confirmed by the IDPF performance in selfish deployment in Fig. 4a . The protection of filters is very low both for the T P and for the RAP measure.
In optimal deployment, 50 filters provide 80 percent T P measure for all nodes (Fig. 4b) and 72 percent RAP measure (Fig. 4c) . The VC deployment improves T P measure to levels comparable with RBF. Due to large memory requirements we could not compute the RAP measure for VC. IDPF makes 20 percent of attacker locations very impaired, and 35 percent moderately impaired.
The IDPF per-packet cost consists of the lookup of the packet's previous hop in the feasible neighbor set (<8 ns). The storage cost is about six times higher than RBFs and HCFs because multiple feasible neighbors must be recorded for each parameter table entry. If the average number of neighbors is 280, and each neighbor's feasibility is indicated by a single bit, we need 35 bytes for parameter values plus 5 bytes to store a prefix for each table entry. IDPF is vulnerable to the same attacks as RBF: path-all, subnet-all, replay-all, and replay-fix. Additionally, IDPF is also vulnerable to possible-path-all attack, since it will fail to filter packets from attackers that lie on a different path than the source but arrive from a feasible neighbor.
IDPF's parameter table values change when a change in end-to-end routing leads to a change in feasible neighbor sets. The frequency of false positives at an IDPF filter should be higher than at an RBF filter but smaller than at an HCF filter. An attacker cannot influence the feasible neighbor sets of spoofed packets thus false negatives due to guessing are zero. Column 4 in Table 4 summarizes measures for IDPF.
Spoofing Prevention Method and Packet Passports
Both SPM and PASS sources place a mark in their outgoing traffic to signify that it is not spoofed. SPM is a selfish but collaborative defense, designed for end-network deployment. An SPM participant filters spoofed traffic only if it is its final destination. The SPM mark is unique to the AS pair and helps prevent spoofing only between them. It is placed into packets in clear. If SPM participants jointly own jIP spm j addresses, the normalized SPM filter strength is:
Because the AS size follows the power-law distribution, random selection of SPM participants is unlikely to result in large jIP spm j values, thus sparse, random deployment is unlikely to provide good protection to participants. This is illustrated in Fig. 5a , which shows the T P and RAP measures for randomly selected 10, 100, and 1,000 participants. The y-axis shows the average of 10 simulation runs for each random selection, and the error bars show two standard deviations from the mean. The protection is very low and around five percent for both measures and the 1,000 random filters. The reason for such low performance lies in the uneven distribution of the address space.
SPM can become an altruistic defense by separating the marking and the filtering functionality. Interested ASes become SPM-advertisers while SPM-filters are deployed strategically at optimal points. Each advertiser chooses one secret to mark packets (regardless of their destination) and communicates it to all SPM-filters, who use it to filter spoofed traffic. Per-source AS secret instead of per-AS-pair secret is necessary to ensure table scalability. Selfish and altruistic SPM are complementary and can both be deployed to further increase spoofing protection.
To evaluate SPM in the most advantageous scenario, we choose 100 largest ASes as SPM-advertisers. The T P measures for filters, advertisers, and all hosts are shown in Fig. 5b . Aggregated AS size of 100 chosen advertisers is around 50 percent. T P for advertisers and for all nodes surpasses this value because of ING deployment at filters. T P of filters starts at 50 percent since spoofing of advertisers' addresses can be removed from all traffic going to a filter, and it increases up to 60 percent with 50 filters. RAP increases for advertisers with the increase in number of filters, because the joint filter popularity increases, and reaches 97 percent for 50 filters. RAP for filters fluctuates as more filters are added, because some early filters are also advertisers. RAP for all nodes changes similarly to T P measure and reaches 61 percent with 50 filters. VC deployment of filters offers around 87 percent protection in both dimensions. Only about five percent of attacker locations are very impaired and 15 percent are moderately impaired with SPM.
A PASS participant filters all spoofed packets it can identify, both in incoming and in transit traffic. Its effectiveness is thus equivalent to altruistic SPM.
The cost of altruistic SPM includes per-packet lookup (<8 ns) and 300 KB for the storage cost, assuming that we need two keys per entry (one old, one new, to accommodate late packets), each key is 4 B long and we need 2 B to specify the AS number. Altruistic SPM does not bind the mark to the packet or the destination, so it is vulnerable to the sniff-all and replay-all attacks. Selfish SPM has one mark per destination, so it is vulnerable to the sniff-fix and replay-fix attacks.
A PASS mark is unique to a source-transit AS pair, and is cryptographically bound to the packet, which changes its cost and security properties when compared to SPM. According to [9] , the marking cost per advertiser is around 1 s per packet and the verifying cost per filter is 250 ns per packet. The storage cost is significant requiring 60 B of additional packet space and 33 MB at the filter for Bloom filter and key storage. The expressions for the packet and storage cost are taken from [9] . While most expensive, PASS defense offers highest security and is not vulnerable to any of our surveyed attacks. SPM's parameter table changes upon explicit notification from advertisers, thus false positives should be zero. Since SPM keys are 32-bits long and changed frequently, an attacker has negligible chance of guessing a key correctly, and false negatives due to guessing are close to zero. PASS's false positives should be zero due to parameter change, but use of Bloom filters adds an additional source of false positives. In [9] , false positive rate was estimated as 5:7Ã10
À6 . Similarly to SPM, PASS's false negatives due to guessing should be zero. Columns 5 and 6 in Table 4 summarize measures for SPM and PASS.
PiIP
PiIP associates sources with marks denoting routers (markers) between the source and the filter. Normalized strength of a PiIP filter is: strength F ¼ P p2IP rout MarkðpÞ=jIP rout j 2 , where MarkðpÞ is the number sources whose mark at the filter differs from p's mark.
PiIP was proposed as a selfish defense, and the necessity of placing markers at remote routers makes it a collaborative defense. We evaluated PiIP in sparse, random deployment using the same approach as in SPM's evaluation. For space reasons we omit this graph, but it looks similar to the SPM's sparse, random deployment graph. T P and RAP are very small because random marker selection has low chance of choosing popular ASes; thus, spoofed traffic is mostly unmarked and cannot benefit from the defense.
PiIP needs no modification to become an altruistic defense. Optimal marker placement should maximize mark distinctiveness for all Internet nodes, while placing markers on popular paths to maximize the number of marked packets. We select optimal markers using the following heuristic: 1) Sort ASes by their popularity pop. 2) Choose the AS X with the largest pop to be a marker. 3) For each neighbor N of a marker X choose N to be a marker if popðNÞ > 0:5 Á popðXÞ. If N is chosen, recursively repeat step 3). Repeat steps 2) and 3) until all markers are placed. This heuristic starts with popular ASes as markers and grows this region toward edge ASes to increase distinctiveness of marks. We place total of 100 optimal markers and observe filters as separate from markers.
Again, for space reasons, we do not show graphs for T P and RAP measures for PiIP in the optimal deployment with 100 optimal markers and 1-50 optimal filters. These measures are almost identical to HCF's performance. PiIP makes two percent of attack locations very impaired and 61 percent moderately impaired. The marker's cost is <8 ns, for placing a deterministic mark into the packet header. The filter's cost consists of a per-packet lookup (<8 ns) and 60 KB of storage, assuming that we need 2 bytes per entry to store the AS number and additional 2 bytes for the mark. Since the marks are stacked in the IP ID field no additional packet space is needed. Attackers that share the path with the source can spoof this source to all destinations. This includes subnetall and path-all attacks. Attackers can also replay traffic to any destination, so PiIP is vulnerable to replay-all and replay-fix attacks.
Any change in end-to-end routing is likely to change some fields in PiIP's parameter table; thus, its false positives should be comparable to HCF's. Because PiIP's marks in packets are shifted during forwarding any forgery by an attacker is likely to be lost in transit, making false negatives from guessing close to zero. Column 7 in Table 4 summarizes measures for PiIP.
Comparative Analysis
We now summarize the effectiveness results. The first six rows in Table 4 show the benefit to participants in isolated, single-filter deployment for those defenses that can support isolated deployment. HCF is the only defense that successfully protects filters from spoofed traffic in isolated deployment-TP measure is high for all filters, ranging from 94 to 98 percent. Other defenses show high discrepancy between the best, the median and the worst TP measure. This is because the TP measure in isolated deployment depends only on filter strength, and except for HCF, all other defenses have very few strong filters due to dependence of their strength on topology features that follow power-law distribution. Note that isolated RAP measures are the same for all defenses, i.e., the highest value is 22 percent and the median and the lowest values are very low.
The next two rows in Table 4 show the benefit to participants in random filter deployment on 100 nodes for collaborative defenses only. This benefit is very low, because the filter strength of SPM, PASS, and PiIP depends on topology features that follow power-law distribution and random filter selection cannot result in strong filters.
The next two rows in Table 4 show the TP and RAP measures for all nodes for 50 optimally placed filters. In the case of PiIP and SPM/PASS, 100 optimal markers, and 100 optimal advertisers, respectively, were also deployed. Altruistic versions of HCF, RBF, and PiIP have a comparable performance across both measures and offer significant protection to all nodes against spoofed and reflected traffic with 50 optimal filters. IDPF, SPM, and PASS have lower protection The rest of Table 4 show defense cost, security, false positives, and false negatives. Per-packet processing and storage costs are acceptable for all defenses. PASS is the most secure defense, followed by HCF where probing and replay can bypass filters only to a given destination. RBF, IDPF, SPM, and PiIP are susceptible to attacks from carefully positioned attackers, via sniffing and replay, to all destinations, while ING only marginally reduces an outside attacker's spoofing choices. False positives due to routing changes are a concern for HCF, RBF, IDPF, and PiIP, and approaches to quickly update these defenses' parameter tables upon a route change are an open research problem today. False positives due to other issues exist only in case of PASS and are very low. False negatives due to guessing are close to zero for all defenses, except for HCF, where they are less than six percent.
IMPACT OF ROUTING AND TOPOLOGY ON PERFORMANCE
Our evaluation showed that defense performance is strongly linked to the inherent properties of the Internet topology-the power-law distributions of AS connectivity, size, and popularity. Because these properties are preserved in Internet topologies inferred from various sources [27] , we expect that our results will not depend on the chosen source. We emphasize that all our evaluation and conclusions relate to AS-level topologies. Router-level topologies within an AS do not follow power-law as shown by [28] and issues relating to deployment of defenses within an AS require further research. We also emphasize that when we talk about the "power-law nature of topology" we simply mean "a few ASes have large size/large popularity/high connectivity" and not that these features strictly follow the power-law distribution.
Topology Impact
We investigated a hypothesis that the power-law nature of a topology is the only deciding factor for spoofing defense performance by repeating our evaluations on a collection of different topologies:
1. UCR-Extra: UCR topology (% 20 K nodes, 120 K links, 40 K P2P links), with 120 K P2P links added at random, but avoiding highly connected nodes, 2. UCR-Uni: UCR topology with uniformly distributed AS sizes, 3. WHOIS: topology inferred from [19] , 4. Skitter: topology inferred from [20] , 5. Inet-generated power-law topology with 20 K nodes and a) uniform AS sizes (Inet-Uni), and b) AS sizes inferred from the UCR topology (Inet-UCR), and 6. Randomly generated topology with 20 K nodes and a) uniform AS sizes (Rand-Uni), and b) AS sizes inferred from the UCR topology (Rand-UCR). Inet and random topologies were generated so that around 2/3 of nodes are edges, just like in the UCR, Skitter, and WHOIS topologies. Routing in Inet and random topologies is shortest path. When generating a random topology nonedge nodes were randomly connected until the average number of links matched the value in UCR topology-six links. When assigning AS sizes inferred from UCR topology to Inet or random topologies, we ordered nodes by connectivity and ordered AS sizes, then performed assignment by rank so that well-connected nodes have larger AS size; this mimics the correlation observed in the UCR, Skitter, and WHOIS topologies. Table 5 summarizes our results for TP, RAP, and AI (very þ moderately impaired) measures for 50 optimally placed filters. Entries where performance declines drastically are marked with stars. We lacked AS relationship information to calculate IDPF's performance, and we omitted PASS since it performs exactly like SPM.
All defenses perform comparatively well in topologies where both connectivity and AS size follow power law (UCR, UCR-Extra, Skitter, WHOIS, and Inet-UCR). Topologies where connectivity follows power law but AS size is uniformly distributed (UCR-Uni, Inet-Uni), drastically reduce effectiveness of ING and SPM/PASS because their filter strength depends directly on AS size distribution. Rand-UCR topology, where connectivity does not follow power law but AS size does, decreases effectiveness of RBF, HCF, and PiIP because it lacks highly connected, popular nodes and Gaussian hop-count distribution. Random topology with uniform AS size distribution makes all defenses perform very poorly because neither connectivity nor AS size follow power law.
Quintupling the number of P2P links in UCR-Extra topology did not significantly change either TP or RAP measures, but AI measures for HCF and PiIP increased. No change in protection measures is due to the fact that addition of this many P2P links does not significantly change routing at a macro level, although it does change it for specific destinations. The rise in AI measures is likely due to higher path diversity which increases strength of HCF and PiIP filters.
We now comment on topology features that influence a defense's effectiveness in altruistic deployment, and how they may change in the future. Filter popularity has the highest impact, and it is linked both to topology features (a small number of highly connected nodes) and routing features (current prevalence of P2P links makes most traffic go over provider nodes). Recent research shows that P2P links are becoming more popular among lower tier providers and stubs [24] , which should increase connectivity of these nodes, and drive their traffic away from Tier-1 providers. This would increase the number of defense deployment points needed for the same joint popularity and the same defense effectiveness. From our experiments with UCR-Extra topology, it is clear that a huge number of P2P links would need to be added to achieve dramatic effect. This is because a single P2P link only affects traffic between its anchors and their customers, but not traffic anchors' and customers' exchange with the rest of the Internet. Until the majority of destinations, from the majority of sources, can be reached via only P2P and customer links, most routes will go up the provider-customer hierarchy leading to a few highly popular ASes.
The counter effect of adding more links to AS topology is the increase in strength of RBF and IDPF filters-due to increased connectivity, strength of HCF filters-due to balancing/lowering of the Gaussian hop distribution, and strength of PiIP filters-due to increased path diversity. Here, the rule of "the more the merrier" applies, i.e., making some filters stronger does not diminish the strength of other filters. There are just more eligible nodes to choose from.
The AS size distribution affects the strength of ING, SPM, and PASS filters-topologies where a few ASes own majority of the address space result in a few very strong filters. With the shift to IPv6 and the rise of lower tier ISPs, the address space distribution could become more balanced, which would diminish filter strength, but we lack means to predict how likely this is to happen.
Summarizing our findings, the trends in Internet topology seem to go toward increasing connectivity, spreading out the traffic and possibly balancing the address space allocation. The first two trends affect all defenses, increasing the number of deployment nodes for a desired effectiveness, but large changes in topology features map to small differences in effectiveness measures. These trends also improve the effectiveness of already strong defenses HCF, RBF, IDPF, and PiIP. The third trend may lower the effectiveness of ING, SPM, and PASS thus indirectly lowering the effectiveness of other defenses that include ING. This secondary effect seems much smaller than the primary effect, based on our evaluations. For example, effectiveness of ING between UCR and UCR-Uni goes from 35-36 to one percent, but effectiveness of RBF goes from 93 to 84 percent, and HCF's stays the same. Overall, it seems that the relative relationship between defenses and our general conclusions would still hold in the Internet of the future.
Routing Impact
We now explore an alternative routing scenario that may affect defense performance: multipath, hot-potato routing that sends traffic on multiple routes between a source and a filter. We evaluate its impact on two chosen defenses, one route-dependent-HCF and one AS-size-dependent-SPM.
When deploying SPM, we select five optimal advertisers, which now contain around 48 percent of the address space. With 50 optimal filters the TP measure is very high both for filters (87 percent) and for advertisers (80 percent), and much larger than corresponding measures on the UCR topology. We attribute this to a smaller total address space in the MP topology. There are about 10,000 ASes in the MP topology that contain around 300 million addresses. This is 1=2 of the AS count and 1=5 of the addresses from the UCR topology. Thus, the effect of ING deployment at 50 popular nodes almost doubles the SPM's effectiveness. We verified this by running SPM without ING, and indeed the TP measure was at most 48 percent. The RAP measure is around 90 percent for advertisers and 61 percent for filters.
The HCF's T P measure for all nodes is lower than for the UCR topology, due to multiple parameter values being associated with a source address, but is still high-around 85 percent for 50 filters, as compared to 95 percent in the UCR topology. The filter's T P measure is around 90 percent. The RAP measure is similar to the one for the UCR topology-filters and all nodes receive the same protection-93 percent with the 50 optimal filters. We also evaluated HCF without ING, and its performance was about 10 percent lower in the MP topology and 5 percent lower in the UCR topology. Thus, continued good performance of HCF does not stem from a bias present in the small MP topology toward large filters, but from inherent topological properties (a few very popular paths, Gaussian hop-count distribution) that exist even with multipath forwarding.
Deployment Strategy Impact
For realistic deployment of altruistic defenses, calculation of optimal deployment points would be a problem because it requires full knowledge of global routing patterns. However, there is a strong correlation between a node's popularity, connectivity, and AS size, so one of connectivity/size criteria could be used selection of deployment points. We investigated performance of altruistic defenses deployed at top 1-50 ASes in terms of 1) AS size and 2) connectivity. While alternative deployment strategies performed worse than optimal at 1-20 filters, the performance was the same as deployment increased above 20 filters.
Finally, we consider a realistic scenario in which a modest subset of tier-1 ISPs deploy the HCF or the SPM defense. Querying the ARIN database [29] , we found that 18 organizations contribute majority of filters in the optimal set for any defense: AOL, AT&T, APNIC, Bell Canada, Beyond The Network America, California State University Network, Cogent Communications, DoD, Global Crossing, Level 3, MCI, NTT America, Qwest, RIPE, Savvis, Sprint, Teleglobe, and Time Warner. We then simulated deployment of HCF or SPM on all ASes that belong to these 18 organizations within the UCR topology (221 ASes total). HCF protected deploying organizations from 97 percent of spoofed traffic and 97 percent of reflected traffic. All nodes received 96 percent protection from spoofed and reflected traffic. When deploying SPM, the chosen organizations were both the advertisers and the filters. SPM protected participants from 53 percent of spoofed and 98 percent of reflected traffic. Both measures were at 53 percent protection for all Internet hosts. Thus, HCF or SPM would significantly decrease spoofing in the Internet if deployed only by the 18 tier-1 organizations. We expect that the performance of other altruistic defenses would be similar in this deployment scenario.
CONCLUSIONS
Our evaluation shows that edge network defenses, deployed either in isolated or collaborative manner, cannot offer sufficient protection without core support. Only HCF offered significant protection in selfish, isolated deployment, but only against spoofed traffic and not against reflector attacks. Collaborative defenses-SPM, PASS, and PiIP-had very poor performance when deployed sparsely at random, offering low motivation for early adopters. Such performance is not the consequence of current defense design but of edge deployment. Any novel edge network defenses are likely to fail in the same manner.
Results speak strongly in favor of a systematic, Internetwide deployment of spoofing defenses at strategically positioned ASes. SPM, PiIP, and HCF were much more effective as altruistic than as selfish defenses, and only altruistic defenses achieved sufficient path coverage to reduce reflector attacks. Prior research [6] , [7] proposed vertex cover filter deployment for Internet-wide protection. Our results show that a much lower deployment at 50 optimally selected ASes can achieve a comparable, and sometimes better effectiveness. Novel research should focus on improving cost and security of effective defenses such as HCF, RBF, and PiIP, designing algorithms for parameter table update, and investigating defense combinations and novel altruistic defenses.
